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Martin Davies had his arms painted by Anthony Wood, an example of the very best
in heraldic art. I had fun trying to blazon the striking design of the shield:- Ermine
two pallets bendy Azure and Or per fess counterchanged or perhaps Paly of five
ermine and bendy Azure and Or per fess counterchanged? Actually, the first of these
is what Martin would have preferred, the pallets representing bell-rope pulls and with
a pun on counterchanged (“ringing changes”), but what he got was:- Per fess in chief
Ermine two Pallets bendy Or and Azure and in base bendy Or and Azure two Pallets
Ermine, thanks to his Agent, Conrad Swan.
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A Detail from the Great East Window, York Minster

CORRESPONDENCE

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

Midsummer’s Day, 24 June, is also the Feast of Saint John the Baptist, much
celebrated by the Knights Hospitallers and also by neo-pagans with huge
bonfires and a Festival of Light. When I was at school Midsummer Day was
the highlight of the summer term, with a Shakespeare play and then when

Bruce Gorie sent this picture
(right) from his mother’s autograph
book. The PTO on the back reads:
NOW! WOULD THIS EVER
HAPPEN TO EITHER YOU OR
ME, IF WE FISHED FOR A
LOCHNESS-MONSTER IN THE
PEERIE SEA?
J.S.Richardson 1934

twilight started, the lighting of the bonfire at which we sang “As our
Saviour came to Thee,” the opening chorale from Wagner’s opera Die
Meistersingern von Nuremberg, followed as the flames leapt up towards the
sky by the great Wach Auf! chorus. The opera is itself a celebration of St
John the Baptist, and is said to be Wagner’s only comic opera, but comic in
the sense that it has a happy ending and not that it is meant to be funny. I do
not think that Wagner could ever be funny, as he took himself far too
seriously, but the music here is definitely celebratory. Hospitallers, I
believe, celebrate with much food and drink.
The picture on the cover, kindly sent by Derrick Walkden, shows a scene
from the Revelation of Saint John (the other Saint John) in which the
Dragon gives the sceptre to the Beast with Seven Heads and Ten Horns.
The window, altogether 77 ft high and 32 ft wide, is the largest single area
of ancient stained glass in England. John Thornton of Coventry, who
designed and made the panels between 1405 and 1408, was paid £56 for his
three years’ work. Of the 117 main panels, 81 illustrate the Revelation, this

Bruce writes: “This particular
monster was painted in 1934 by Dr
James Smith Richardson, FSA
(Scot), who was at that time Chief
Inspector of Ancient Monuments
who visited Orkney regularly to
supervise the work of Professor
Gordon V Childe on the
excavations of the Neolithic village
of Skara Brae. The Peerie Sea is
the now landlocked inlet at the
south end of Kirkwall Bay,
sheltered on the north by a natural
shingle spit of land known as the
Ayre, and at the eastern side of
which, Kirkwall was originally
built. One rather suspects that a
degree of vivid imagination was
involved in this drawing as the
Peerie Sea is, certainly at present,
probably no more than three or four
feet deep!”

one showing Chapter xiii, verse 2. Saint John the Divine, who wrote the
fourth Gospel, also penned the Revelation which came to him as a great
imaginative experience of the spirit, and people have been puzzling over its
interpretation ever since. For us, as dracologists, this panel of the window
contains much of interest.
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JOURNAL SCAN (STOP PRESS – better late than never)

A CURIOUS CREST

The Heraldry Gazette 132 June 2014 has the Dravencoon that we saw in No 155
(it was its Editor, Bernard Juby, who sent it to us) , a couple of Two-headed Eagles
and these attractive Sea-Lions in the arms of Paul Borrow Longain (below),
announcing the Edwin and Elizabeth Memorial Grant for Heraldic Research, which
was launched in Devon on Saturday 1st March 2014 and may be accessed through the
website Paul@BorrowLongain.com.

John Allen sent
this picture of
an engraving on
a silver caster
hallmarked
1754, and said
that it was not
illustrated in
Fairbairn’s Book
of Crests, so
could I identify
the curious
creature? It was
not included in
Roger Dennys’
book The
Heraldic
Imagination, but
there was a
Tricorn
somewhat
similar, so I
suggested
Bicorn. But in
the meantime
John had been
diligently
reading through
the text of
Fairbairn and
came across “a
horned wolf’s
head erased
with a gemel
band and semy
of hurts” for the family of Bulwer. Checking in Burke’s General Armory and FoxDavies’ Armorial Families we found horned wolf heads for Bulwer, though these had
ermine rather than hurts – obviously a related family. A hurt is a blue roundel, said to
represent a bruise, which would be quite hard to see beneath a wolf’s fur, but there
should be no doubt about the horned wolf as the curious creature, though some related
families have horned tiger’s heads. My guess is that it was one of those Tudor grants
that were unique to a family (see our No 31).

The Coat of Arms No 227 Spring 2014 (came in June – catching up!) has only the
black Unicorn supporters of the Heraldry Society’s arms but nothing else from our
field of interest.
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A MAIOLICA MONSTER

A DRAGON DIVIDER

When John Brooker moved into Frizzleton Farm near King’s Lynn in Norfolk he
found a straight 100ft hedge dividing his land from his neighbour’s, and, thinking it
rather boring, started trimming it into wavy shapes. After a while the shapes
suggested a dragon, so that is what it became. Each growing season he trims further
details into it, and now it has a fierce head with flaring nostrils and pointed teeth,
wings and legs, a masterful piece of craftsmanship and imaginative topiary. This was
in the Daily Mail for 22 May but was also sent, with sharper pictures from the BBC,
by David Vaudrey and Emily, to whom our thanks are due. Also Phil Hewitt sent the
same from the Eastern Daily Press of 23 May. Obviously a good news story.
AND ANOTHER GARDEN GUARDIAN

This ten-yard long willow dragon-sculpture by Angela Morley has been at the
Bishop’s Palace in Wells for the last three years, but is now due to leave. The picture
was in the Church Times for 23 May, and was kindly sent by Derrick Walkden.
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David Vaudrey sent a card with this picture of part of a tin-glazed earthenware dish
from Urbino in Italy, about 9.3 inches in diameter. Whether the man-headed winged
serpent emerging from a shell is allegorical or just whimsical is hard to say. On the
right-hand side he has a similar companion, but female. The central emblem of a GM
monogram with a double cross could be a personal symbol. The dish itself is in the
Holburne Museum.
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